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To stop or Not.This book is the third book in the diving series after The Art of Gas Blending, Dive
Computers and before Diving Below 130 Feet, and looks at what 'Deep Stops' actually are, and
how these stops are calculated and used today.This book looks at the research done and
current understandings of deep stops, both for and against. The book’s aim is not to advocate or
discredit the use of deep stops, but rather to be neutral and provide the reader with the most up
to date knowledge, research and methods used by various groups, from military to recreational
and technical diving, and how each has changed their diving due to their research.Some of the
topics covered are:• Safety stops and their role in diving• Ascent speed and how it affects your
decompression• Descent speed and how it affects your decompression• Oxygen window•
Gradient Factors, in-depth explanation with example calculations and formulas• Different kinds
of deep stops• How long to stop for• Research done on deep stops• Micro bubbles• Diffusion
speed and solubility• How bubbles form• Tribonucleation• Thermal change during diving and
decompression• Exercise and diving• Body’s reaction to bubbles• Blood complement activation•
Smoking, fat, alcohol and Yo-Yo diving, their role in decompression• Different algorithmsIf you
are interested to learn more about decompression for diving, then this book is for you.Get Your
copy today

About the AuthorAdventurer and world traveler, Anton Swanepoel, hales originallyfrom Pretoria,
South Africa, but has called a number of exotic locations home. Educated as a software
engineer, he worked for a largemultinational company before deciding to travel the globe. Along
life's journey, Anton became a skilled scuba diver and technical divinginstructor, teaching for
seven years while living in the Cayman Islands. His resume touts Tri-Mix instructor levels from
multiple licensingagencies, and dive records over 400 feet.Mr. Swanepoel hasalways loved
travel and writing. In the past several years he's combined these passions, authoring and
publishing a host of books, sharingsecrets he's learned along the way. When he's not exploring
anunderwater landscape or racing a motorcycle down a stretch of highway,you'll find Anton
visiting world destinations and chronicling hisexperiences.Today, he is a full-time globetrotter
and writer,having penned instructional guides for diving and travel, as well as apair of fictional
novels. His excursion titles are geared towarddo-it-yourself travelers, who enjoy saving money
and seeing theout-of-way places. His favorite destinations include, Machu Picchu, themountains
of Vietnam, and the Temples at Angkor Wat.
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Deep and Safety Stops including Ascent Speed andGradient FactorsDescriptionA study into the
current knowledge, tests and practices of "Deep Stops" and Gradient Factors, including current
decompression profile practices. To stop or not to stop, and how deep.By Anton SwanepoelRita
and Tino de Rijk, Grand CaymanCopyright © 2012 Anton SwanepoelAll rights
reserved.978-1468156386IntroductionTo stop or not, that remains an unanswered question, a
question that came from the 1800s with even Paul Bert wondering about it.This book is the third
book in the diving series after and ; and before and , and looks at what 'Deep Stops' actually are,
and how these stops are calculated and used today.The first question one should ask before
one can argue about deep stops, is what are deep stops actually? Then one has to ask, how are
these stops calculated?There are probably as many ways to calculate and execute "Deep
Stops" as there are ways to calculate decompression.This book looks at the research done and
current understandings of deep stops, both for and against deep stops. The book’s aim is not to
advocate or discredit the use of deep stops, but rather to be neutral and provide the reader with
the most up to date knowledge, research and methods used by various groups, from military to
recreational diving. The reader is shown the risks of both incorporating deep stops or not into
their dive profile and it is up to the reader to decide if using deep stops is of any benefit in
addition to how the user will calculate and execute those stops.This book also looks at safety
stops, ascent speed, descent speed and Gradient Factors and how they affect your
decompression schedule.Welcome to open mind diving.About the AuthorAuthor at 200 ft,
Cayman Islands, Grand Cayman.Photo taken by Robert HewAnton Swanepoel is a diving
instructor for IANTD, TDI, NAUI and PADI. He is an OC Tri-Mix instructor and a Tri-Mix gas
blender instructor. He has a passion for wreck, cave and deep diving.Although he dives both
CCR and OC, his passion is in OC. Working as a technical instructor in a busy dive centre in the
Caribbean, he gets to live his passion. He has dove OC in excess of 400 ft and loves to share his
passion with all.The thoughts expressed in this book are those of the author alone and not of
any agency he is an instructor for. Although the author teaches and dives tri-mix and
decompression, he is not a research scientist, the material in this book was sourced from
various research papers, books, internet articles, e-mail and talks with doctors, research
scientists and decompression specialists. The author’s hope is to combine all that knowledge
floating around into an understandable format for the reader.Table of ContentsTitle
PageIntroductionAbout the AuthorChapter 1What are deep stops?Empirical-Subclass A-
Subclass BModel derived-Subclass A-Subclass BSinging deep stopNote on inserting deep
stopsDeep stop definitionChapter 2Deep stop originChapter 3Role of safety stops in
recreational divingProtecting the brain10, 15 or 20 ft safety stop?Extra safetyAffect of safety
stops on different bottom depthsConclusionDeep stop and safety stopNote on the last 15 ftThe
500 psi reserve ruleWhat can be done with the extra gas?Chapter 4The role of deep stops in
divingLink between venous bubbles and DCSSupersaturationHow to reduce supersaturation-



Slow bleed ascent-Staged ascentSupersaturation levels between
compartmentsConclusionChapter 5How long to stop for1 minute slow ascent1 minute stop1 – 2
combination2 ½ minute stopsLonger than 2 ½ minutesExtending 20 and 30 ft
stopsConclusionChapter 6Tests done for deep stopsUS Navy, 1970sLANL databankWoodville
Karst Plain Project (WKPP)ANDI testsNEDU tests between bubble and tissue loading
modelFrench Navy testsConclusionChapter 7Risk of adding too many stopsSafe ascent
depthNew SADConclusionChapter 8Diffusion speed and solubilityDiffusion speedGas behavior
in a liquidGas movementChapter 9Oxygen windowOxygen window historyHow oxygen window
worksRaising the fraction of oxygenBreathing oxygen under elevated pressuresMaximum
oxygen windows sizeOxygen window differences in tissueCO2 and oxygen windowCounter
diffusion and oxygen windowChapter 10Bubble talkGas nucleiVenous gas embolismVGE
severity indexBubble growth indexAbsolute inert gas supersaturationRelative inert gas
supersaturationPotential decompression stressExposure indexArterial gas embolismChapter
11Pre existing bubblesNuclei historyHow bubbles form-Spontaneous bubbles-Nuclei bubbles-
Bubble formation and depthWhere do gas nuclei come from?-Fluid fracturing-Homogeneous
and heterogeneous nucleation-TribonucleationCommon bubble in diving-Crevice nucleiKnuckle
crackingAn eye for bubblesGas phase formersGas phase receiversTissue bubblesCompression
of nucleiPressure needed to crush nucleiBubble dissolve rateBoiling water and bubblesFish
bubble diseaseBubble re-growth after compression from descent-Short bottom times-Longer
bottom timesBubble expansion on ascentBubble linkingMicrobubbles and RGBMMicrobubbles
and VPMBubbles and DopplerCorrelation between bubble scores and DCSDepth changes and
bubble formation-Repeated depth changesChapter 12ICD and bubbles-Supersaturation-
SubsaturationChapter 13Factors that can affect decompressionThermal change and
decompression-Cold to warm-Warm to warm-Cold to cold-Warm to cold-Conclusion for thermal
changeHead down tilt positionExercise-Exercise at deco stops-Exercise at depth-Exercise after
decompression-Fitness exerciseFitness and DCSHypoxiaVasodilation and
vasoconstrictionHormones causing vasodilation and vasoconstrictionNegative pressure
breathingPositive pressure breathingUse of vasodilatorsIncreased partial pressure of
OxygenCarotid baroreceptorsImmersionSupine positionThermal changesChapter 14Bubbles
and decompressionBubble shrink and expand rateBubble size and ambient pressure
changesSpeed of bubble formationSilent bubbles and necrosisBubble detectionWhere do the
bubbles go?PFOASDPulmonary barotrauma and bubblesRepetitive dive and bubblesValsalva
and bubblesMechanical heart valves and bubblesBody’s reaction to bubblesHuman test on
complement activation-Acclimation-De acclimation-DSC susceptibility test-Conclusion on
complement activationBlood clotting responseUndetected and silent bubblesMechanical tissue
damage due to bubblesInflammatory ResponseStirring and transient effects on
bubblesTransport and bubblesIntrapulmonary arteriovenous shunt (IPAV)The number of bubbles
and bubble dissolving speedCO2 and bubblesBubbles in bloodChapter 15What is
decompression sickness?First DCS reportBubble relationship and DCSFactors that increase



risk of DCSSmokingForeign objectsGasses affecting bubble filteringHelium and DCSAlcohol
and DCS riskThe role of fat in decompression and DCSDCS symptom onsetDCS symptoms and
profileBreathing gas and DCSExiting the water after a diveOxygen DCSTime to treatment and
symptom resolutionChapter 16Relation between bubbles and DCSChapter 17TestingHistory of
bubble testingBubble tests and sharp shootingTesting problemsControl groupBlindingEnd
pointNumber of subjectsNumber of samples takenConsistencySpecificitySensitivityRest
periodFalse positivesFalse negativesWet or dry testingNoiseWay of measuring resultsExpected
resultsRepeatable resultsRange of the tests doneValidity of outcomeChapter 18Ascent
speedStaged AscentSlow bleed ascentAscent speed historyHow fast do you think you are
coming up?Ascent speed and breath-hold divingInteresting submarine proceduresAscent
speed and bubblesAscending faster from deeper depthsAscent speed and tables-Ascending
faster than calculated-Ascending slower than calculatedAscent speed and bubble sizeAscent
speed and deep stopsAscent speed and DCSConclusionBest speedSwallowing on fast
ascentDescent speed-Descending faster than planned-Descending slower than
plannedConclusionHow fast can you drop?BCD type and ascent speedChapter 19Gas content
or tissue loading modelTesting for tissue loading modelChapter 20Arterial bubble modelsDual
phase modelTesting on bubble models-What works worksChapter 21M-valuesBühlmann
diffusion formulaChapter 22Deep Stop calculationsRisk of adding stops too deepChapter
23Gradient Factors-GF deep-GF maxChapter 24Yo yo divesComputers and yo yo
divingConclusion for yo yo divingChapter 25ConclusionEnd noteResourcesOther Books by this
AuthorThe Art of Gas BlendingTaking on the Road, Two Wheels at a TimeThe Art of TravelGas
Blender ProgramDive ComputersSea and Motion SicknessEar PainWriting and Publishing Your
Own BookChapter 1What are deep stops?Ask a tech diver if he/she believes in ‘Deep Stops’
and you may get a yes or no answer. However, ask the same diver what exactly deep stops are,
and the answer may not be as clear. Even when the diver answers yes or no to believing in deep
stops, you may then ask, which deep stops?‘Deep Stops’ are actually many things. There are in
fact many ways to calculate deep stops, with three methods currently being the most popular. So
before we say that deep stops work or don’t work, we have to be clear as to which one and what
calculations for the stops we are talking about.In essence, it is generally accepted that deep
stops are stops done that are deeper than asked for by the decompression algorithm you use.
However, herein lies the problem, for different algorithms could ask for different first stop depths.
Your computer’s algorithm for instance may require you to make the first stop at 70 ft, while your
dive buddy's computer only asks for the first stop to be at 40 ft.If you both stop at 70 ft for the first
stop, your dive buddy is making a deep stop since the stop is deeper than required by his/her
dive computer, while you are technically not making a deep stop for you are correctly following
your computer’s required stops.Thus, decompression algorithms like VPM and RGBM that
incorporate deeper stops than the normal Bühlmann algorithm are said to include deep stops,
but if you follow the profile exactly then you are technically not making deep stops, for you are
not incorporating deeper stops than the decompression algorithm asked for.Due to this



confusion where one algorithm’s first scheduled stop may be another algorithm’s deep stop it is
now more common to say that deep stops are stops that are deeper than what the conventional
Bühlmann algorithm would ask for.However, even here is a problem, for one has to ask which
Bühlmann algorithm and table, for he created many, and table ZHL17 incorporates group 0 with
a two minute half time so as to create deeper stops than his previous models.We see then that
there are two classes of deep stops, each with two subclasses.EmpiricalIn this class, deep
stops are inserted manually or voluntarily (normally by the diver but could be from topside
support or mission dive planners). This type of deep stop is one of the most widely practiced and
will be discussed in more detail in later chapters.-Subclass AThis stop is done on the fly
underwater when the diver ascends and calculates the stop using the first scheduled stop that is
displayed on the diver’s decompression computer. The half your distance between your
maximum depth and first required stop depth for two minutes is a classic example (Richard Pyle
stop). If your dive buddy's computer asks for a deeper stop than your computer and you follow its
profile, it falls into this category.-Subclass BHere the diver manually inserts a stop (or stops)
before the dive into the dive profile. You may use the planning mode on your dive computer and
compare it to your buddy’s computer. If you note that your dive buddy’s computer in planning
mode requires a deeper stop than yours you can use it in the dive plan.By noting the required
deeper depth on a slate you now plan to stop at this depth. Additionally you may use the Richard
Pyle method and calculate a stop deeper than your planning mode on your computer (laptop,
smart phone or other device) requires. Additionally, you may use the planning feature on a
computer program such as V-planner and note the stops it requires, then place them on a slate
and execute those stops on the dive while then following your computer's recommendation for
the shallow decompression part. The point is that the additional stops are pre-planned before
the dive.Model derivedThe second class of deep stops are stops that a decompression
algorithm or a manipulated decompression algorithm prescribed that are deeper than an
unmanipulated model’s first stop depth and are not ones the diver added to his/her profile.-
Subclass AThe first subclass is when divers using different decompression software programs
or algorithms note different first stop depths. An overshadow from the empirical model can
happen where a diver merges decompression profiles from a software program and his/her dive
computer to make a new profile. Although this is almost the same as the empirical model, the
difference is that the standard algorithm for the computer had to be modified (Gradient Factors
or conservatism). Thus, you and your dive buddy can be using the same dive computer but your
buddy selected a greater conservatism that now requires a deeper stop than your computer.
Stops are then calculated or done on the fly as you ascend from the dive.-Subclass BIn this
subclass, stops are noted before the dive between different dive computers or possibly slates
from software programs that have been modified to give greater conservatism. You can then
before the dive note the differences and write a new plan on a slate to follow.Thus even though
the different stops may be from the same type of computer, the algorithm here needed to be
adjusted to give a deeper stop and that deeper stop is planned into the dive profile before the



dive is started.Singing deep stopTwo old coral divers working in the 1950s relate how they used
to stop at mid-depth on ascent from a deep dive to sing a gospel. They would adapt the number
of verses they sang according to how comfortable they felt with the decompression. One can
learn interesting things from old timers, even if at the time it made no sense, now we know they
knew things many so-called experts ignored. This would then add another way of calculating
deep stops, stop at half the depth and sing some songs.Note on inserting deep stopsDivers may
insert deep stops due to the diver believing it will make the dive safer or due to the diver
believing doing so may make the shallow decompression shorter. Sometimes divers may insert
deep stops with the belief that the stops will make the dive safer and shorter. However, standard
Bühlmann algorithm dive computers will normally require longer shallow stops if you insert an
additional deep stop, and some dual phase bubble model dive computers may give you credit
for stopping deeper and require fewer shallow decompression stops and times regardless of
your beliefs. Thus if your computer reduces the shallow stops and you want to stay with the
original long shallow decompression, you may need to calculate that yourself.Deep stop
definitionDeep stops are then any stops that are done that are deeper than standard Haldanian
models would ask for. The stops can be manually calculated by the diver during or before the
dive and can be from any manual calculation method or due to an altered algorithm (Gradient
Factors or changing conservatism), or an algorithm that by itself requires deeper stops than
standard Haldanian models (such as bubble models).Chapter 2Deep stop originThe concept of
stopping deeper or ‘Deep Stops’ is not a relatively new idea, Paul Bert was the first to introduce
the concept of deep stops when he suggested a stop at 15 m (around 50 ft) for 15 minutes to
hard hat divers that dove to 30 m (around 99 ft) at the time. He published his ideas in a book
called ‘La Pression Barometrique’, 1878.Haldane also noted that ascending up to half the
atmospheric pressure (such as 4 to 2 ata) seemed safe and did theorize that deeper stops or a
reduced pressure gradient may be required for deep dives. However, deep stops were not
introduced in deco tables, but rather long shallow stops near the surface. Haldane did not think it
was needed to include a deeper stop in his tables for he believed that divers ascending from 100
ft would have any bubbles crushed by the pressure.A tissue compartment 0 (tissue half time 2
minutes) was later added to the Bühlmann algorithm ZH-L16 as the 17th tissue (model
ZHL17BTS) to create deeper first stops when using the Bühlmann tables.Physicist David Yount
(professor of physics at the University of Hawaii) did research on bubble formation in the 1950s
and focused on the first stop where bubbles are more likely to form. Although he had good
results from his initial trials, divers were so stuck to conventional profiles that his idea of
spending time deeper was heavily resisted. Yount's work later became the basis for several
theories, including VPM and RGBM.Deep stops were later investigated by Dr. Richard L. Pyle
(credited for raising awareness of deeper stops). Dr. Pyle used to do many dives in the 180 to
220 ft range to collect fish specimens, and noted that on some dives he was fine after a dive
while on others he had varied symptoms (mild to extreme tiredness and tingling to name a
few).Dr. Pyle began to monitor the symptoms and noted his dive profiles to find a correlation. He



realized that on dives that he did not collect fish, he felt worse. After some thought he realized
that on his dives (mostly 200 ft) he made a 2 to 3 minute stop at around 125 ft when he caught
some fish, that he did not execute when he had no fish.Since most fish have a swim bladder to
control their buoyancy, Dr. Pyle had to stop at depth to insert a hypodermic needle into the
fishes’ swim bladder in order to release the gas, else the swim bladder will expand, crushing the
internal organs, causing death.Since Dr. Pyle’s first decompression scheduled stop was
normally around 50 ft, the 125 ft stop of around 2 to 3 minutes to treat the fish was nicely in the
middle between his bottom depth and the first deco stop. Dr. Pyle then started to include this
stop in all his dives, whether he caught fish or not, and the results were no symptoms of
tiredness.When Dr. Pyle brought his ideas to the diving community, it was not accepted by many
‘experts’, resulting in Pyle continuing alone until 1989 when he met Dr. David Yount at an
American Academy of Underwater Sciences (AAUS) meeting. Dr Yount is one of the creators of
the Varying-Permeability Model (VPM). Yount’s ideas made sense to Pyle as he had hard proof
that stopping deeper had a positive effect on his dive.VPM was first introduced in 1986 and was
completed in 2000. 2002 saw the bubble tracing logic added (VPM-B) and 2005 saw the
extreme calculations logic added (VPM-B/E). VPM-B/E was originally designed for Dave Shaw’s
second 270 m (886 ft) dive that was scheduled to take place in the Boesmansgat cave, South
Africa, but is now widely used. The E variation logic only employs the extreme calculations on
longer dives (normally dives longer than 90 minutes) and adds additional conservatism.2011
saw the introduction of VPM-B/GFS by Shearwater (Gradient Factor Surfacing) and Asser
Salama introduced the VPM-B/U (Ultimate). All variations from the VPM-B model (E, U and GFS
variants) aim to generate a more conservative schedule.VPM models incorporate deeper stops
than normally called for by compartment or tissue loading (such as Bühlmann or Haldanian)
models. Pyle expanded on these theories in combination with his own experience of making
deeper stops and created what is now known as the Pyle stop (stop at half the distance between
your maximum depth and first deco stop).In 1992 Dr. Bruce Wienke started writing about diving
topics and included decompression theories in controlling the bubble volume rather than letting
it grow and trying to treat it later with long decompression stops. He started working on a
reduced gradient bubble model (RGBM).In 1997 Dr. Wienke agreed to help NAUI with
developing dive tables based on his RGBM model. The RGBM model would later form the basis
for many dive computers and dive tables.Chapter 3Role of safety stops in recreational divingA
safety stop at around 15 to 20 ft for around 3 to 5 minutes is today taught by many dive
certification agencies. People know they need to make a safety stop, but many have no idea
why.Protecting the brainSafety stops in recreational diving are all to do with bubbles and fast
tissues, while adding some safety buffer as a cherry on the cake. Original DCS incidences in
recreational divers were more towards neurological hits than pain only. At the time the 60 ft/
minute ascent rate that was established in 1956 by the Navy was used. However when the
ascent speed was selected it was not for no stop dives and divers did not ascend directly to the
surface, but stopped at pre planned depths to do decompression.When the ascent rate was



lowered in recreational diving to 30 ft/minute, the incidence of neurological DCS dropped
dramatically, however it was still high and investigations revealed that divers were still not
slowing down correctly on the ascent (hard to do with the dive gear at the time as few had dive
computers). Many divers also only paid lip service to the slow ascent recommendation, thus it
was then decided to implement a safety stop. It was noted that a dive with an ascent speed of
30 ft/minute with no stop had around the same effect on bubble scores as a dive with a stop at
15 ft for 3 minutes using an ascent speed of 60 ft/minute.Note, for no decompression dives a too
slow ascent is also not recommended, thus an ascent slower than 25 ft/minute is not
recommended.Thus doing a safety stop helps to prevent bubbles from forming in the fast tissues
(especially the brain and spinal column) and prevent neurological DCS.10, 15 or 20 ft safety
stop?Although a stop at 15 ft was introduced, 20 ft was initially selected as this was the depth
where critical supersaturation mostly occurred in recreational divers for the profiles that were
dove at the time, although 10 ft was also suggested as many tech divers did their last
decompression stop at 10 ft. 15 ft was the middle ground and selected.Currently most people
make a stop at around 15 ft, however many computers start the safety stop countdown from 19
or 20 ft. A 3 minute stop at 20 ft followed by a 3 minute stop at 15 ft is more ideal. This follows
from a study done for safety stops at different depths. Two groups did exactly the same dive
profile in bottom time and depth, but one group made a 5 minute stop at 10 ft and the second
group a 1 minute stop at 20 ft followed by a 4 minute stop at 10 ft. The group with the 1 minute
stop at 20 ft had significantly lower bubble scores not only upon surfacing, but also hours after
the dive.Tests have shown that the US Navy "no-decompression" limits do produce bubble
nuclei in all subjects after dives and in most cases is not conservative enough for nonmilitary
divers. However, in Navy tests it was found that including a stop of around 1 to 2 minutes at 20 ft
almost eliminated bubbles after a dive.From a paper presented by Donald R. Short from the
College of Sciences, San Diego State University at the 1989 Biomechanics of safe ascents
workshop, it is noted in calculations that a safety stop for 3 minutes at 20 ft should be done on all
dives, especially those below 60 ft.It was calculated that there was only a slight improvement
between a 5 and a 3 minute stop, but that there was a marked improvement between doing the
stop at 20 ft compared to 15 ft with 20 ft being better.More and more people are now realizing
that stopping earlier (20 ft) is seen to be safer and incorporate this into their dive plan. One
wonders if this is not the same principle as ‘Deep Stops’.Extra safetySafety stops also give an
additional safety buffer as a bonus. If you exceed the time limit that your body would have coped
with a direct ascent (even if within table limits), then the safety stop may help to offgas the
excess gas enough to prevent a DCS hit, or reduce the severity of the hit. Remember tables are
not 100% safe for all people all the time.In 1958 the French naval Groupe d'Etudes et de
Recherches Sous-Marines de la Marine Nationale (GERS) published a book called La Plongée
(many members were associated with Cousteau). The book suggested a max no
decompression depth of 40 m (132 ft) for 15 min. It was stated that divers should take at least
one minute to ascend the last 10 m (33 ft/minute ascent) and on dives deeper than 40 m a stop



at 3 m (around 10 ft) must be made, failing this tended to result in illness.Affect of safety stops
on different bottom depthsSafety stops have been seen to make a marked improvement in
bubble scores on deeper dives (recreational), especially ones deeper than 100 ft, and is due to
the fast tissues off-gassing on ascent creating a large pressure difference and controlling the
dive. However, on shallower dives (60 ft and less) the improvement of making a safety stop is not
the same as for a deep dive due to the slower compartments now starting to control the
dive.Looking at it mathematically, for a dive to 110 ft for 20 minutes, the 10 minute compartment
normally controls the dive, and on a dive to 70 ft for 50 minutes, the 40 minute compartment
normally controls the dive (depending on the algorithm used). Thus a five minute safety stop will
allow the 10 minute compartment to reduce its gas pressure by 25%, where the 40 minute
compartment will only reduce its pressure by 6.25%. Thus safety stops become more and more
important the deeper the dive, however it is still an improvement to just coming straight to the
surface without stopping on a shallow dive.ConclusionSafety stops are more to slow down the
ascent speed and prevent divers from making a fast direct ascent from depth to the surface.
However, should the diver make a slow ascent, then the 3 or 5 minute safety stop time gives
added safety against DCS.The advice is then for recreational divers to keep an eye on their
ascent speed (many computers will sound an alarm if you exceed 30 ft/minute) and make a
safety stop. For multilevel dives the safety stop does not have as much an effect as a square
profile dive but still makes a difference.Deep stop and safety stopIf you did a square profile, then
a 2 ½ minute stop at half the max depth is sometimes advised in addition to the safety stop,
normally when following a 60 ft/minute ascent rate. (Although the deep stop is not accepted by
all as more tests and proof is asked for by some to prove the effectiveness in recreational diving
of including a deep stop.) Should you wish to add the deep stop, count it as part of your bottom
time (time spent at your maximum depth). Thus the total bottom time you dove for plus the deep
stop time together must not exceed the no decompression limits of your tables or computer
used.Note on the last 15 ftAlthough divers are becoming more aware of the need for a slow
ascent and a safety stop, some divers do not realize that the ascent speed from the safety stop
to the surface is also important.Some divers fully inflate their buoyancy compensator / control
device (BCD) after they completed their safety stop and pop to the surface. In tests done it was
found that doing this, the rate of ascent can exceed 250 ft/minute. Since the last 30 ft has the
greatest pressure change, this can result in problems. It is advised to slow down the last ascent
from your safety stop to around 15 ft/minute or slower.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Deep and safety Stop, including Ascent Speed and Gradient Factors
(Diving). I'm always looking to increase my knowledge and this book does explain both schools
of though and answered unasked questions that I had.The best part about reading a book like
this is that the author does not take a stand for pro or con just explains the facts after extensive
research.If you have questions on why safety stops are not as helpful at deeper depths, this is
the book to read.”

Me, “Five Stars. nice addition to refer back to along with proper training materials”

Juan Allendesalazar, “La claridad de exposición.. Muy fácil y sencillo de leer. Habría que
traducirlo al Español. Mucha gente estaría interesada. No hay literatura parecida.”

Richard A., “a interesting complement.. It's always good to read around the topic. I dive
frequently and now understand a number of topics better. Of course I will discuss this in more
depth and know which questions I would like to explore in more detail.”

The book by Anton Swanepoel has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 10 people have provided feedback.
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